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METSTRADE show 2019:  

Chomarat provides Arcona Yachts with C-PLY
TM 

carbon reinforcement 

for high performance cruisers-racers 435 and 465
 

 

Chomarat Group, expert in composite reinforcements for 

the marine market developed a high performing C-PLYTM 

reinforcement for the hull and deck of Arcona 435 and 465. 

Both cruiser-racer are a unique combination of comfort 

onboard and performances, for fast family cruising and 

high-level races thanks to their specific design, and the use 

of C-PLY™. The carbon NCF reinforcement allows structural 

design benefits, premium surface quality and overall parts 

cost saving.  

“With 45 years of expertise, Chomarat is a pioneer in developing solutions to achieve weight reduction, improved 

surface appearance and stronger structure.  

C-PLY™ makes it possible to meet these specifications, while ensuring stable quality and cost-effectiveness” 

explains Vincent Cholvy, Marine market Manager at Chomarat. 
 

 

THE CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY FOR SERIAL PRODUCTION OF CARBON BOATS 

A study was led to determine the optimal construction to develop a high performing C-PLY™ range for a better 

permeability in infusion process. The result is a carbon NCF that achieves high mechanical performances, multi 

resins compatibility and cost efficiency. “Chomarat is the best choice for supplying the product our factory prefers to 

work with: stable quality and cost effectiveness are the key benefits” explains Nicolas Broberg, Managing Director 

Arcona Yacht.  

Infusion technology for hull and deck with up to 70% level of carbon in the laminate gives the greatest possible 

strength. 
 

 

C-PLYTM: LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRENGTH FOR MARINE APPLICATIONS 

The carbon range used for the latest model of Arcona Yachts, Arcona 435, allows that it can literally be raced on 

high levels one day fully standard and be family cruising the next day without customizations. The model even won 

the prestigious award of European Yacht of The Year in 2019, in the Performance Cruiser class. “The carbon 

construction makes it possible as we get a stiffer, lighter and managing calculated loads on higher levels than 

glass fibers. C-PLYTM is essential to us to get the calculated strength without adding extra weight or thickness to 

the laminate. It gives a cost-effective solution in production as reaching a high strength with fewer layers.”, 

Nicolas Borberg adds.  

For the Arcona 465 model, carbon as a primary construction material makes the yacht successful on the race, and 

light enough to give initial allowance for the extra gear needed for any blue water cruising “and you can expect 

the performance of an unladen glass fibre yacht of the same size!” he concludes.  
 

 

 

 

DISCOVER OUR CHOMARAT INNOVATIVE CARBON SOLUTIONS  
FOR STRUCTURAL PARTS IN MARINE APPLICATIONS  

DURING METSTRADE SHOW, AMSTERDAM, NOV.19-21, 2019, STAND CMP 10 EL 

Established in 1898, CHOMARAT is an international industrial textile group, involved in three businesses: Composites 
Reinforcements, Construction Reinforcements, Coatings & Films–Textiles. The privately held company operates in France, Tunisia, 
the United States and China to service its global customers. CHOMARAT leads a strong innovation strategy, rising to challenges, 
developing materials for the future. Hence, the Group invests in new technologies and enters into collaborative research programs 
with universities and technical centers worldwide.  
CHOMARAT offers strong technical know-how and mastery of complex technologies in fields ranging from automotive, aerospace, 
sports, energy, marine, construction, and also in markets requiring creativity and expertise, like luxury goods. 
 www.chomarat.com  
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